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FOURTH SEMESTER DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ELECTRICAL
AND EI,ECTRONICS ENGINEERING - OCTOBER, 2016

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS AND OP-AMPS

lTime :3 hours

Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

Qvla:<imum marks : l0)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries
2 marks.

l. Name universal logic gates.

2. Express decimal number 374 to hexadecimal.

3. Draw the symbol of D flip flop.

4. Define CMRR.

5. What is meant by output offset voltage ? (5x2 = 10)

PAK| - B

(Marimum marks : 30)

II Answer arry five questions from the following. Each question ca.ries 6 marks.

1. Add binary nlmbers 10111010 and 101001 and convert it to decimal number.

2. Convert (18.65)10 to binary number.

3. State Demorgans theorams

4. Draw the logic diagram of 4 bit SISO sldft regrster using D flip flop,

5. Draw the logic diagram of 4 input multiplexer.

6. List the characteristics of an ideal op-alnp.

7. Define slew rate, virtual gound, input offset voltage. (5x6:30)
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Marks

PART- C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

ill (a) What are the characteristics of digital logic families ?

(b) Convert decimal number 15 and 31 into binary numbers. Add the binary

numbers and convert the result to decimal equivalent'

On

(a) Draw the logic symbols of basic gates and its truth tables'

(b) Explain the working of TTL NAND gate with totem pole output with figure.

UNn - II

(a) Explain a firll adder with logic diagam and tuth tables'

(b) Explain an encoder.

On

(a) Explain RS flip flop with logic diagram and truth table.

(b) Explain Multiplexer.

UNrr - III

VII (a) Explain the working of Mod 8 Synchronous binary corurters with figure.

O) List the applications of shift register.

On

(a) Explain 4 bit Asynchronous decade counter with logic circuit.

(b) List the difference between Asynchronous and syncronous counters.

Ur.rrr - IV

(a) b,xplain Schimitt tigger with neat sketch.

(b) Explain the logic circuit of intergrator.

On

(a) Explain voltage follower with figure.

(b) Explain surnming amplifier circuit.
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